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“Fossil fuels have lost. The rest of the world just doesn’t know it yet”
June 26, 2017. Wall Street is starting to care about climate change by Amy Harder, Axios. “A
record number of investors are pressuring fossil-fuel companies to reveal how climate change could
hit their bottom lines. Efforts by shareholders to push resolutions on the risk related to carbon
regulations are reaching a tipping point, with almost half of investors in fossil-fuel and utility
companies backing resolutions, according to a new analysis by nonprofit group Ceres not yet
published publicly. Activist shareholders of publicly traded companies have been pushing
resolutions on climate change for years and now the effort is going mainstream with new support
from institutional investors (...) “Investment risk is increasing, and investors care – not because
they believe or don't believe in climate change – but because they care about the value of their
investments,” said Kevin Book, managing director of the independent research firm ClearView
Energy Partners (...) The concern for climate change is spreading to ratings agencies, which
influence how investors assess companies (...) Andrew Logan, director of oil and gas at Ceres, said
the ultimate goal of these symbolic resolutions is to show fossil-fuel based companies their current
investments won't work in a carbon-constrained world. “The end game is to make the changes
they need in their business plans so when a low-carbon future arrives, they'll be ready for it,”
Logan said.”

Countries committed to the Paris Climate Accord shaded in blue
June 23, 2017. Mayors of 140 of World’s Largest Cities Express Commitment to Paris Goals
Montréal Declaration Pledges Climate Leadership. “The lion’s share of heat-trapping
greenhouse gas emissions is produced in the world’s cities, as is the bulk economic activity, so
cities are uniquely positioned to grasp the economic opportunities of the transformation to
low carbon and resilience. At the 12th Metropolis World Congress and the 2017 General

Assembly of the International Association of Francophone Mayors (AIMF), the mayors issued a
Montréal Declaration, in which they say: “We reaffirm our role and our determination to
ensure the effective implementation of the Paris Agreement on climate change as well as the
Declaration of the Climate Summit for Local Elected Officials, regardless the international political
context, as well as our determination to mobilize a broad coalition of stakeholders from all milieus
to ensure the success of this historic agreement, vital to the future of our planet and humanity.”
June 22, 2017. Germany Shows it’s Worth Fighting for Energy Democracy by Arne Jungiohann,
Craig Morris, originally published by Resilience.org. “Luckily, global investments in renewables
are soaring. The transition is underway. Renewables are winning the cost race. One thing is also
clear: Without rules that allow citizens to take part in this rally, corporations will handle the
transition without citizens. In representing the interests of their shareholders, companies view
people as consumers, not as citizens. They have conventional assets to protect as long as they are
profitable. A corporate-driven transition is not only less democratic, but also slower when excluding
citizens. Those who are worried about climate change and our ability as a human race to cut
emissions fast enough should embrace energy democracy. It’s the fast track to
decarbonization. The German case shows it is worth fighting for energy democracy. An active role
for citizens in the energy transition helps revitalize our communities, accelerate the transition to a
low-carbon economy and strengthen our democracy against the poison of rising populism – both in
Germany and around the world.”

How did the Germans convince their politicians to pass laws allowing citizens
to make their own energy? And why were utilities unable to prevent these laws?
Looking back, three critical junctions appear
June 22, 2017. USA: Renewable energy groups share vision of 21st century power grid by Anna
Simet, Biomass Magazine. “In their first-ever joint statements, the organizations underscore the
hundreds of thousands of U.S. jobs the renewable technology industry supports, and declare a
shared, affirmative agenda for the nation’s power grid, “which is changing as new and existing
technologies provide more choices for consumers and society. To facilitate the ongoing transition
to a new power supply paradigm, we jointly call for a sustained, positive effort to build a 21st
century grid infrastructure that takes full advantage of technology available today to increase the
efficiency and reliability of the grid,” the declaration continues. “Those technologies include
demand response, energy storage, and the broad portfolio of grid-scale and distributed renewable

generation technologies available today. These renewable technologies include hydro, biomass,
geothermal, biogas, waste-to-energy, fuel cells, and combined heat and power as well as wind and
solar power.” Groups signing the statement include the Biomass Power Association, American
Council on Renewable Energy, American Biogas Council, Energy Recovery Council, American
Wind Energy Association, Geothermal Energy Association, National Hydropower Association and
the Solar Energy Industries Association.”
June 22, 2017. Antoni Peris (Sedigas) dice que el papel del gas en la transición energética
debería verse reflejado en las directivas europeas. “El presidente de la Asociación Española del
Gas (Sedigas), Antoni Peris, defendió hoy el papel del gas natural como herramienta clave para
complementar a las renovables en la lucha contra el cambio climático y pidió a la Unión Europea un
apoyo más explícito a ese hidrocarburo en la transición energética (...) Por último, y si la política
de I+D lo favorece, el “biogás” obtenido a partir de aguas depuradas y basura podría
abastecer completamente a ciudades como Madrid, Barcelona, Sevilla o Bilbao, añadió el
presidente de Sedigas. “La tecnología existe, pero sus costes hoy no son competitivos. Lo que falta,
que ya lo hemos pedido tanto en el ámbito nacional como en Bruselas, es desde medidas que lo
fomenten hasta la inclusión de proyectos de I+D que lance la Unión Europea con el fin de encontrar
otras fuentes de energía que encajen más con la política de clima”, concluyó”.

June 21, 2017. The European Biogas Association (EBA) published its position on the
Renewable Energy Directive revision proposal issued by the European Commission, following
the publication of the European Parliament’s draft reports in May and June. In order to reflect the
new division of tasks in the European Parliament, EBA has divided its position into two parts:
• EBA has developed sustainability recommendations related to the opinion report of MEP
Bas Eickhout,from the Environment (ENVI) committee. (Find the position here)
• The rest of the EBA recommendations deals with the report of MEP José Blanco Lopez rfom
the Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE) committee. (Find the position here)
The current proposals bring many opportunities for the anaerobic digestion and gasification
sectors. In its position papers, EBA presents its opinion and recommendations on the issues of
biomethane access to the grid and trade, including Guarantees of Origin (GOs), on targets for
renewable heating and cooling, on biowaste in the waste hierarchy, on the definition of ‘non-food
cellulosic material’, the obligation on fuel suppliers in the transport, small gaseous biomass plants,
GHG savings from biomass and biowaste, and on the inclusion of more pathways for biogas and
biomethane.

June 21, 2017. Biogas: A significant contribution to decarbonising gas markets? edited by the
Oxford Institute for Energy Studies. “With a current focus on the need to decarbonise the
energy system, and increasing interest in decarbonising the gas industry, this short paper provides
an overview of the current status and considers the potential for further growth in the production
and use of biogas and biomethane. It focuses on key countries in Europe, which have been leading
the way in commercial scale production, and touches briefly on the potential in the rest of the world
(...) Europe has led the world in applying biogas technology. There has been more limited
development in the United States, and for the rest of the world there remains a considerable
opportunity to apply the technology, drawing on the lessons learned in Europe. Production of biogas
from waste, which otherwise would have decomposed and released both methane and CO2 to the
atmosphere, appears an uncontroversial, low cost route to reduce carbon emissions. elected
governments, particularly in Europe, have already recognised this potential, but there is scope for
the approach to be adopted more widely. Production of biogas from energy crops can also be
beneficial, particularly where feeding a limited quantity of energy crops together with waste can
enhance the production process. Care needs to be taken, and further research is required, to ensure
that the land-use change implications are well understood and the growth of energy crops is not
detrimental to other uses of the land or associated water resources, particularly for food production.
The most cost-effective option is to use biogas near the point of production to meet local
requirements for heat and/or power. Where there is insufficient local demand, upgrading to
biomethane for injection into the gas grid can be a useful alternative. The scale of production will
not replace the current level of fossil-derived natural gas consumption, but use of biogas
(potentially combined with P2G) will enable continued utilisation of the existing natural gas
infrastructure as the energy system decarbonises. In Europe, for example, biogas production
could reach the equivalent of 50 Bcm, which is over half of the forecast indigenous natural gas
production at that time. Biogas, with the ability to control timing of generation, will provide a
useful low carbon complement to intermittent renewable power generation from wind and solar.”
June 19, 2017. Rising seas could result in 2 billion refugees by 2100 by Blaine Friedlander,
Cornell University. “In the year 2100, 2 billion people – about one-fifth of the world’s population –
could become climate change refugees due to rising ocean levels (...) “We’re going to have more
people on less land and sooner that we think,” said lead author Charles Geisler, professor
emeritus of development sociology. “The future rise in global mean sea level probably won’t be
gradual. Yet few policy makers are taking stock of the significant barriers to entry that coastal
climate refugees, like other refugees, will encounter when they migrate to higher ground.” Earth’s
escalating population is expected to top 9 billion people by 2050 and climb to 11 billion people by
2100, according to a United Nations report (...) “The colliding forces of human fertility, submerging
coastal zones, residential retreat, and impediments to inland resettlement is a huge problem. We
offer preliminary estimates of the lands unlikely to support new waves of climate refugees due to
the residues of war, exhausted natural resources, declining net primary productivity, desertification,
urban sprawl, land concentration, ‘paving the planet’ with roads and greenhouse gas storage zones
offsetting permafrost melt,” Geisler said. Along with co-author Ben Currens, Geisler wrote
“Impediments to Inland Resettlement Under Conditions of Accelerated Sea Level Rise”
June 16, 2017. Bank of England to probe banks’ exposure to climate change by Pilita Clark,
Financial Times. “Bank in ‘ground-breaking’ move over financial threats posed by global warming.
The Bank of England will probe banks’ exposure to climate change as it steps up efforts to tackle
what it says are “significant” financial threats posed by global warming. Climate change experts
said the BoE’s decision to do an internal review of the banking sector, which the central bank
revealed on its website on Friday, marked a first. “This is ground-breaking,” said Ben Caldecott,
director of the sustainable finance programme at Oxford University’s Smith School of Enterprise
and the Environment. “This is the first time a financial regulator has looked at climate risk in such a
comprehensive way and at the banking sector in particular.”
June 13, 2017. Statistical Review of World Energy by BP Global. “The BP Statistical Review of

World Energy provides high-quality objective and globally consistent data on world energy
markets. In our at-a-glance overview, growth in global primary energy consumption remained low
in 2016; and the fuel mix shifted away from coal towards lower carbon fuels (...) Asia Pacific
overtook Europe and Eurasia as largest producer of renewable power. China overtook US to
be largest single renewables producer.”

The World Biogas Association was set up to demonstrate the exceptional value of biogas industry
in achieving global energy and food security, and meeting our Climate Change targets
and UN Sustainable Development Goals
June 13, 2017. Renewable Gas in the Recast of the Renewable Energy Directive: A (Hidden)
Opportunity? This statement is a brief response to the Renewable Energy Directive (RED II), and
embodies the views of nine European associations [CEDEC, European Biogas Association (EBA),
Eurogas, Gas Infrastructure Europe (GIE), GEODE, GERG, Hydrogen Europe, Marcogaz, NGVA
Europe] representing producers, suppliers, transporters and distributors of gaseous energy
coming from natural and renewable sources. We bring together a broad base of local,
regional, national, and international actors promoting and raising awareness about the potential that
renewable gas can offer Europeans in terms of clean, efficient, safe and sustainable energy.
Renewable gas comes in the form of biogas, biomethane, green hydrogen, and synthetic
methane (syngas). These are produced from a wide spectrum of sources such as municipal waste,
landfills, sewage treatment plants, agricultural residues or manure. Moreover, renewable gas can
store otherwise curtailed electricity by converting ‘surplus green electricity’ into hydrogen or
syngas (by recycling waste carbon) via a power-to-gas (P2G) process. Hydrogen, biomethane and
syngas are gaseous energy carriers for use in mobility, heat & industrial applications, acting as
enablers for ectoral integration. Each of these vectors are innovative and carry significant potential
in terms of the technical processes underpinning each of them, whether it be anaerobic digestion,

gasification, met hanation, or P2G. Three key attributes characterise gas: first, it is storable. This is
essential for the energy system and its ability to continue to cope with huge daily and seasonal
fluctuations in demand, which is increasingly important as we move toward higher shares of
variable electricity production. This makes an invaluable contribution to enabling system balancing
and optimisation. Secondly, the infrastructure to transport and distribute gas is available. 2.2
million km of pipelines are already in place to transport gases from various sources, with limited
need for adaptation. Finally, it is increasingly renewable. The last few years have seen
exponential growth in the amount of renewable gas in the existing network, and the potential even
exceeds the total capacity of our electricity system.
June 7, 2017. Corporate sourcing of renewables: highlighting business progress at CEM8. “The
RE100 initiative, led by The Climate Group in partnership with CDP, has co-organised a major
event in China featuring members Apple, Google, H&M, and Philips Lighting, to demonstrate
unstoppable business demand for renewable energy. Corporate Sourcing of Renewables Day, an
official side event of the eighth Clean Energy Ministerial (CEM8) in Beijing, saw RE100 join
forces with leading companies, governments and international partners, to highlight the progress of
the private sector in growing China’s renewable energy market and accelerating a low carbon
economy. The event comes as global energy policy network REN21 published a new report
showing record renewable energy capacity in 2016 installed at lower cost, thanks to the falling
prices of solar and wind power. “The business case for switching to renewables is stronger than
ever,” said Sam Kimmins, Head of RE100, The Climate Group (...) RE100’s 96 members are now
collectively creating demand for around 128TWh of renewable electricity annually – around
the same amount of energy needed to power Argentina. Many of these leading companies aim to
reach 100% renewable electricity before 2024 – and several have already got there.”
June 2, 2017. 4 ways blockchain will disrupt the energy sector by Yongping Zhai, Asian
Development Blog. “In the last five years or so, so-called “disruptive” technologies—such as
distributed renewable energy, smart grids, energy storage, and fuel cells—have clearly impacted the
energy world. While energy professionals are still adjusting to the new reality, let’s take a look at
blockchain, an emerging yet potentially even more disruptive technology (...) Blockchain is a gamechanger, according to Don Tapscott, a TED Talk speaker. “The technology likely to have the
greatest impact on the next few decades has arrived. It’s not social media. It’s not Big Data.
It’s not robotics. It’s not even artificial intelligence. It’s called blockchain.” said Tapscott. So,
what does the somewhat obscure term “blockchain” mean exactly? How might it affect the future of
energy systems?”
context:
April 2017 BiogasPLUS Newsletter. How digitalization is changing energy markets
January 2017 BiogasPLUS Newsletter. “Enernet: Energy is the new internet”
March 2016 BiogasPLUS Newsletter. Biogas and the digital disruption into energy

June 1, 2017. RMI Statement on U.S. Withdrawal from the Paris Agreement by Jules
Kortenhorst, Rocky Mountain Institute. “Friends, We are greatly disappointed in President Trump’s
decision to pull the United States out of the Paris Climate Agreement. The Paris Agreement
constitutes humanity’s best effort to put a global governance mechanism in place to address
the global climate change threat. It is and will remain an unprecedented achievement by nations
who have shown the political will to jointly tackle the unprecedented challenge that global warming
presents. The withdrawal of the United States will significantly undermine these efforts, as the U.S.
is the leading emitter of greenhouse gases per capita. However, we are confident that the Paris
Agreement will endure. U.S. climate action will not go dark. We are encouraged by the efforts of
American states, cities, and businesses that strive to reduce emissions and whose efforts will carry
on undeterred by this federal decision (...) The energy transition to renewables and energy

efficiency will continue unabated (...) And in fact, in other parts of the world, leaders fully
appreciate the power of this new industrial revolution, and are standing ready to step into the
leadership void that will be created by the U.S. withdrawal from Paris. China, India, and
Europe, together with all but three countries around the world (Syria, Nicaragua, and now the U.S.)
are committed to implementing the Paris agreement even after this set back.”
May 31, 2017. Shareholders force ExxonMobil to come clean on cost of climate change by
Dominic Rushe, The Guardian. Historic vote by nearly two-thirds of shareholders will force annual
‘stress test’ to measure how regulation will affect assets. “ExxonMobil, the world’s biggest oil
company, was compelled by shareholders to be more open about the impact of climate change on its
business in a “historic” surprise vote. The public rebuke came as Donald Trump reportedly prepared
to pull out of the Paris climate accord, the agreement forged by close to 200 countries to address
climate change. Some 62% of shareholders voted for the resolution and against Exxon’s
management at the company’s annual meeting in Dallas, Texas. The vote to more clearly report how
climate change affects Exxon’s business comes as investors are increasingly demanding
companies disclose the likely impact of global warming and follows the passing of similar
proposals at two smaller energy companies earlier this month.”

May 30, 2017. Renewable Energy Growth: 40 Years Ahead of EIA's Forecast. “Not only has
renewable energy's share of total domestic electrical generation nearly doubled in the past seven
years, it has reached a level of output that Energy International Agency (EIA)—just five years ago
—did not anticipate happening for another four decades," Ken Bossong, executive director of the
SUN DAY Campaign, noted. "While one might conclude that EIA's methodology is seriously
flawed, it is also safe to say that renewables—especially solar and wind—are vastly exceeding
expectations and breaking records at an astonishing pace.”
May 18, 2016. Financial Times declares a winner in the war for energy’s future, and Big Oil
won’t be happy by Joe Romm, Thinl Progress. “Fossil fuels have lost. The rest of the world just
doesn’t know it yet.’ Traditional energy companies and mainstream financial publications are
finally waking up to the new reality: The shift to renewable energy, electric cars, and a lowcarbon economy is now unstoppable. The details of this transition are spelled out in a new, mustread, 4000-word article in the Financial Times, “The Big Green Bang: how renewable energy
became unstoppable.” What is most remarkable about the article is that it appears in the Financial
Times. The free-market oriented paper is the “most important business read” for the world’s top
financial decision makers and “the most credible publication in reporting financial and economic
issues” for global professional investors, according to surveys.”

“Anaerobic Digestion will never be the same”
June 26, 2017. SUEZ launches Organix®, first digital marketplace in France for organic
waste. “SUEZ launches “Organix®”, the first digital marketplace for organic waste. This
innovative platform can connect producers of organic waste (food industry manufacturers,
cooperatives, etc.) and methanation unit operators, who transform them into energy. They can
manage transaction in a simple and secure manner while SUEZ provides logistics and
transportation. SUEZ also ensures the quality of the materials with an audit of the producers and a
flows diagnosis. Already available in some French regions (Brittany, Normandy and Pays de la
Loire), Organix® will cover the entire territory by the end of the year, and will gradually be
enhanced with new functionalities (...) This unique platform is the first digital marketplace for
organic waste in France (...) SUEZ guarantees the material quality, the application of the
regulations and the traceability of flows all along the chain.”
June 22, 2017. Green Gas Initiative: 50% increase of biomethane in gas networks in three
years. “The Green Gas Initiative (GGI) members saw 11 TWh of biomethane injected in gas
networks of their home countries in 2016, a 50% increase over the past three years. This
promising result is one of the outcomes detailed in GGI’s recent first report on the development of
biomethane. “GGI is convinced that biomethane has a significant contribution to make in
reducing CO2 emissions, in all the traditional uses of natural gas and in new ones like
mobility (Natural Gas Vehicle). The sharp rise we are witnessing in the level of biomethane
injection in our gas networks demonstrates the fruitful co-operation among GGI members,”
underlines René Bautz, CEO of Gaznat and currently chairing GGI. GGI calls on European
policy makers to review the European Renewable Energy Directive so as to support the
vigorous development of a European market for biomethane. The review should endorse two
main objectives: facilitate cross-border trading of renewable gases by establishing an European
certification scheme, and provide a simple, workable and supportive framework to renewable gases
especially regarding Greenhouse gas Emission Saving criteria. GGI comprises seven independent
gas infrastructure companies who committed themselves to achieve a 100% carbon-neutral gas
supply in their transport infrastructure by 2050: Energinet (Denmark), Fluxys Belgium, Gaznat
(Switzerland), Gasunie (the Netherlands), GRTgaz (France), ONTRAS Gastransport (Germany) and
Swedegas (Sweden). The first report of activities for biomethane was agreed by the CEOs of GGI’s
member companies at their annual meeting 2017 held in Prague during the 15th Annual Conference
of Gas Infrastructure Europe. The full report, Biomethane – Naturally green gas, will be soon
available on Green Gas Initiative.”
June 20, 2017. Le digestat de méthanisation acquiert enfin le statut de produit fertilisant en
France par Frédéric Douard, Bioenergie International. “Après de longues années de démarches, les
méthaniseurs français viennent d’obtenir, sous conditions techniques bien entendu, la possibilité de
faire passer les digestats du statut de déchets à celui de produit. Cette petite révolution va
changer la vie des exploitants qui pourront désormais vendre ou échanger ce produit, s’il convient,
et ne seront plus contraints de s’en débarrasser tel un déchet, avec toutes les simplifications
administratives et tous les avantages économiques que cela engendre. Cette possibilité de
changement de statut emprunte une procédure bien connue de type certification de qualité produit
avec auto-contrôle.”
June 19, 2017. Révolution : les digestats de méthanisation agricole reconnus comme
fertilisants. “Le Club Biogaz de l’ATEE, interprofession du biogaz et de la méthanisation, salue la
sortie de l’arrêté du 13 juin 2017 approuvant un cahier des charges pour la mise sur le marché et
l'utilisation de digestats de méthanisation agricole en tant que matières fertilisantes. La
reconnaissance de la méthanisation comme filière de production de matières fertilisantes est une

étape importante de son développement. Jusqu’alors, l’usage des digestats comme matières
fertilisantes au plus près des besoins des cultures était freiné par des procédures inadaptées aux
particularités de la méthanisation. Marc Schlienger, délégué général du Club Biogaz, se félicite de
cette avancée que la profession appelait de ses vœux : « Cet arrêté cahier des charges est une
preuve de l’avantage unique de la méthanisation par rapport aux autres ENR en terme
d’économie circulaire et de respect des cycles écologiques. » Concrètement, le cahier des
charges digAgri 1, permettra de mettre sur le marché sur l’ensemble du territoire national des
digestats agricoles produits dans les conditions fixées par l’arrêté, pour un usage en grandes cultures
et sur prairies. Ces digestats, matières renouvelables, peuvent ainsi servir de fertilisants pour
les sols et se substituer aux fertilisants d’origine fossiles. L’impact environnemental de la filière
biogaz est de cette manière encore amélioré, elle qui permet déjà de valoriser des déchets
organiques, de les transformer en biogaz pour produire de l’énergie renouvelable (électricité,
chaleur) ou en biométhane propre à être injecté dans les réseaux de gaz naturel ou à servir de
carburant bioGNV. Cette reconnaissance officielle du statut produit de digestats agricoles envoie un
message positif auprès du grand public, parfois inquiet de l'épandage d'effluents sous statut
“déchet” occasionné par la méthanisation. Depuis 1999, le Club Biogaz ATEE œuvre au
développement des différentes filières du biogaz et de la méthanisation. Le Club Biogaz ATEE est
l’interprofession de la filière, avec plus de 240 adhérents représentant toute la diversité du secteur
biogaz français.”

A novel concept of dosing iron ions using Fe3O4 engineered nanoparticles
is used to improve biogas production in anaerobic digestion processes
June 19, 2017. Differential advantages of BiogasPLUS by Applied Nanoparticles. “
BiogasPLUS is the first ready to use additive based on safe and sustainable engineered iron based
nanoparticles directed to the optimization of anaerobic digestion processes which increases the
production of biogas and concentration of CH4. Thus, the process that converts organic waste into
raw matter for energy production is optimized by simply adding a small dose of iron based
nanoparticles to either a large waste treatment reactor, a septic tank, or a homemade biodigester,
you just spike the nanoparticles solution onto it. BiogasPLUS is a disruptive technology because
it obtains the highest ever-reported improvement of biogas production: triples (200% increase
of production) the biogas yield with cellulose as feedstock in laboratory conditions and obtains over

a 30% methane ratio increase in real industrial settings, with real feedstock and with optimal
concentrations below the 1% (with respect to the Volatile Solids). Such a methane production
increase is far above any known technology aimed at increasing biogas production: many existing
technologies approach this problem (i.e. pre-treatment of the biomass, thermalization of the waste,
combination of feedstock and inoculums) but only obtain modest production increases. Moreover,
many tend to be costly to implement since they usually require structural changes in the biogas
production process. The unprecedented methane production increase is the most appealing
advantage of BiogasPLUS, but it also offers additional differential advantages, including:
1. Increase in both biogas and biomethane production.
2. Improving biomass to biomethane conversion effciency.
3. Better biogas composition (higher methane share).
4. Reduction of the digestate fraction (more biogas means more digestion).
5. Higher waste degradation (the digestate is less, and less reactive).
6. Increase digestion process stability (more reproducible).
7. Acceleration of the digestion process. Reduction in retention/residential time.
8. Proven to reduce H2S levels (precipitated in the form of pyrite).
9. Reduction on the amount of foam produced (small particles trap detergents decreasing foam).
10. Enrichment of the residual material (digestate) with iron ions to obtain by-products with
increased economic value such as high quality fertilizers.
11. Solution to inhibitory substances. Rescue of digesters with problems.
12. Simple additive that can be just spiked onto the incoming sewage (it does not require any
change in the biogas plant industrial process).
13. It does not require pre-treatment of the substrate/feedstock or maintenance to preserve the
microorganisms.
14. Enlargement of biomass feedstock (oil, fat, meat) as it has been proved very suitable for
“diffcult to digest” (recalcitrant) feedstock.
15. Enlargement of biomass feedstock (low energy waste) due to the increased biogas/methane
production.
16. Can be used with any kind of anaerobic digester, the process is fully scalable.
17. Reduce AD plant energy consumption.
18. Minimize undesirable side effects in biogas plants such as the odours associated to HS and
NH3, thus reducing the cost of associated conditioning measures.
19. Precipitation (recovery) of phosphorus (in the form of ferric and ferrous phosphate).
20. Disinfection of pathogens and multi-resistant bacteria.
context:
June 2, 2017. Milestones of BiogasPLUS by Applied Nanoparticles. “BiogasPLUS is inaugurating the era of nanomicro-bio-technology.”
May 18, 2017. “A paradigm shift in additives. Anaerobic Digestion will never be the same”. Applied Nanoparticles
SL are excited to announce that we have been shortlisted for the 2017 AD & Biogas Industry Awards in the Research
Project category! These annual Industry Awards showcase the best of the best in innovation and achievement across all
sectors of the AD and biogas industries both in the UK and globally, and we are incredibly proud to have been
nominated. Víctor F. Puntes, nanoscientist and founder of Applied Nanoparticles said: “BiogasPLUS is the result of
intensive research that started in 2008 under the principles of Responsible Research and Innovation and will be

marketed from next summer. Applied Nanoparticles offers the trace element supplementation BiogasPLUS, a patented
and registered nanotechnology-based innovation, that obtains the highest ever-reported improvement of biogas
production. BiogasPLUS contributes directly to the metabolism of microbes, with the doses of innocuous and
bioavailable iron that needs the microbe at each moment. This is a paradigm shift in the prevalent solutions for
optimisation. We feel inaugurating the nanomicrobiology era! Anaerobic Digestion will never be the same.”
March, 2017. “They made it! Inspiring testimonial from a company which integrated Responsible Research and
Innovation principles in their activity: Applied Nanoparticles SL,” 1st winner of the COMPASS case studies. “RRI
Case Study. Applied Nanoparticles SL: Spinning off under Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) principles. ”

June 18, 2017. Arrêté du 13 juin 2017 approuvant un cahier des charges pour la mise sur le
marché et l’utilisation de digestats de méthanisation agricoles en tant que matières
fertilisantes. Le Journal officiel de la République française.
June 8, 2017. U.S. Congress just introduced the bill 'H.R. 2853 to finance biogas. “To amend the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to make qualified biogas property and qualified manure resource
recovery property eligible for the energy credit and to permit new clean renewable energy bonds to
finance qualified biogas property, and for other purposes.”
June 8, 2017. Canada: Research shows conversion of food waste into renewable energy in a
cold environment has enormous potential by Robin Whitlock, Renewable Energy Magazine.
“Researchers from Concordia University’s Department of Building, Civil and Environmental
Engineering (BCEE) have shown the viability of using anaerobic digestion in a low-temperature
environment to convert food waste into renewable energy (...) Managing and treating food waste is
a global challenge, particularly for cold countries like Canada where the temperature often falls
below -20°C and energy demands related to heating are high. What we’ve learned is that we can
now use adapted psychrophilic bacteria to produce a level of methane comparable to those more
common forms, while using less energy.””
June 2, 2017. How New York Is Turning Food Waste Into Compost and Gas by Emily S. Rueb,
The New York Times. “City officials hope to divert organic refuse from landfills. Where will it all
go? New Yorkers already have blue and green bins for recycling glass, metal, paper and plastic. But
now brown bins for organic waste are starting to appear all over the city. These plastic totems are
part of the city’s multimillion-dollar campaign to cut down on greenhouse gas emissions and
reliance on landfills, and to turn food scraps and yard waste into compost and, soon, clean energy
(...) About 14 million tons of waste are thrown out each year. It costs the city almost $400 million
annually just to ship what it collects from homes, schools and government buildings (by rail, barge
or truck) to incinerators or landfills as far away as South Carolina. (In addition, dozens of private
companies put trucks on the road to take away refuse from office buildings and businesses.) The
largest single portion of the trash heap is organics, or things that were once living (...) It might
sound like Doc Brown’s harebrained scheme to power his DeLorean time machine in “Back to the
Future,” but using leftovers to create energy is now commonplace in Europe. And cities across
the United States are following suit, including New York (...) For now, only a small portion of
the city’s food waste is converted into biogas. But there may come a day when sanitation vehicles
pick up our leftovers, drive to one of the city’s 14 wastewater treatment plants, process the organics
for digestion, then drive a few yards to refuel with compressed gas.”

“More and more people are becoming aware of the benefits of using biogas
for transport”
June 26, 2017. Los Angeles booste sa flotte de bus au biogaz par Nicolas Villiers, Le Gaz.
“Souhaitant s'imposer comme une des mégalopoles les plus durables au monde, Los Angeles vient
de faire l'acquisition de près de 300 bus de transport public qui rouleront au GNC d'origine
renouvelable (…) Si l'option d'achat se concrétise bel et bien, Los Angeles serait la première ville au
monde à faire rouler 600 bus de ville au biogaz.”

June 23, 2017. Natural gas and biomethane conference took place in Bologna. “The conference
“Natural gas and biomethane, national excellences for sustainability” was held in the Enzo Biagi

Auditorium at the presence of the Italian Ministry of the Environment and Protection of Land and
Sea and the top managers of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, IVECO and Snam. Organized by
Econometrica-Centro Studi Promotor in collaboration with ANFIA, CIB (the Italian Biogas
consortium) and Confagricoltura, the conference was part of the #AllForTheGreen program
organized to accompany the “Environment G7” meeting held on June 11 and 12 in Bologna and that
brought together the environment ministers of the seven most industrialized countries in the world.
The conference was the opportunity to present the study entitled “Economic and ecological
advantages of methane as automotive fuel in 2016” to local and central authorities, the press, the
representative of stakeholders and companies. This document written by Centro Studi Promotor of
Econometrica offers the most up-to-date overview of the dissemination and use of natural gas as
automotive fuel in Italy.”
June 15, 2017. Future Energy: Will buses be run on coffee? By Jane Wakefield, BBC News.
“Green entrepreneur Arthur Kay wants the red buses that have become a landmark of London to run
on fuel generated by coffee waste (…) The firm is due to unveil a coffee-run bus in the capital in a
few weeks. In London, the need to get cleaner air is vital - the dense road network coupled with
high buildings make it one of the most polluted places in the UK (...) Lots of countries are
starting to see the benefits of bio-fuel, which can be made out of anything from chocolate to
sewage (...) Sweden had a long history of using bio-fuels and in the capital, Stockholm, 15,000 cars
- many of which are taxis - and 300 buses are now run on bio-gas. Initially bio-fuel was created
from ethanol - which is generated from Brazilian sugar cane - but following concerns in the mid
1990s that this was unsustainable because it was also a food source - the country focused more on
bio-gas, made as a by-product of methane in sewage. In order to increase the use of bio-fuel, it
converted the city's own vehicles which encouraged petrol stations to introduce bio-fuel pumps.
“Now we are examining new ways to generate bio-gas from food waste,” said Gustaf Landahl, head
of Stockholm's smart cities project. That includes providing households with different coloured
bags to allow them to sort organic waste more easily. “The city air quality is much better now but
there are still some streets that have a problem,” he said. (...) In 2009 the EU decided that by
2020, 10% of transport in member nations should be powered by renewable energy but since
then there has been a backlash about how sustainable some of these sources are.”
June 9, 2017. ¿Y si resulta más barato el biogás que la electricidad para mover trenes? por
Javier Rico, Energías Renovables. “Lógicamente, no todos los trayectos son iguales, ni en distancia,
ni en desnivel ni en tipo de transporte (mercancías o personas), pero un estudio de la consultora
danesa Ramboll ve factible y competente frente a la electricidad el uso del biogás en algunos trenes
de Noruega. “Es potencialmente mucho más barato que cambiar a electricidad”, afirman en la
consultora sobre la posibilidad de incorporar biogás a algunos de los trenes que aún se mueven con
diésel en este país escandinavo.
No sería el primero en usarlo
(…) Sin salir de Escandinavia,
donde sí cuentan con experiencia
sobrada en este campo es en
Suecia, y más concretamente en
la ciudad de Linköping. Nada
menos que en 2005 echó a andar
el tren conocido como Amanda,
que une las localidades de
Linjöping y Västervik y que
también conllevó la sustitución
del combustible diésel por
biometano. Fue el primero en el
mundo que comenzó a funcionar
con biogás.”

